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'Excitement' and 'exhilaration' are not the kinds of terms often associated with stories of welding, gas and safety
integration – unless, of course, paired with anecdotes on leadership, strategy and success. Steven Tham, Chairman
and CEO of Leeden Limited delivered just that at a recent CEO Talk
(http://www.business.smu.edu.sg/wkwc/ceo_talks/CT2010.asp), organised by SMU's Wee Kim Wee Centre
(http://www.business.smu.edu.sg/wkwc/director_message.asp). After all, the local public-listed company that
serves primarily businesses in the marine, oil and gas industries has first-hand stories to share of its phenomenal
growth over the past decade. From 1999 to 2009, Leeden's revenues have expanded more than ten times, going
from $17 million to $186.1 million.
The company was founded in 1964 as Dah Yung Steel Company. By 1975, it had grown big enough to list on the
main board of the Singapore Exchange. In its early days, the company had its hands on several business areas,
including health foods, multimedia, property, air conditioning, welding, industrial gases and safety products, Tham
said. And so, his first mission, when he joined the company as its CEO in 2000, was to give it focus. Having worked
across several industries, including banking, trading, retail and property, Tham knew that the company's then mode
of operations was not going to be sustainable. Dabbling in too many areas at once was stretching the company's
human and financial resources a little too thin.
The solution may seem straightforward: some businesses should be scaled down or terminated so that the company
may channel its management expertise and financial resources into its core businesses. But of course, the challenge
lay in deciding the what, where and how. After much deliberation, the group decided that it should focus on oil and
gas, given its high value-add and growth potential. “With continued industrialisation, there will be more demand for
energy. There is some relative difficulty in entering the business unless you have the products to offer and
knowledge of the industry” Tham explained.
Standing for something
A massive hiving off of businesses and brands followed. A brand consultant was hired, and with support from
International Enterprise (IE) Singapore – the government agency tasked to help local companies internationalise –
the company searched for a new name. “Leeden” was finally adopted. “Leeden stands for 'leader', as we are, in our
field of business. The Chinese characters (of the company name) represents performance excellence and a constant
strive for progress,” said Tham. As part of this overarching re-branding exercise, the company also came up with its
own SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) analysis so as to formulate Leeden's vision, mission
and business strategies.
“In marketing, if we want to succeed, we need to create uncontested market space and make the competition
irrelevant,” said Tham, citing the central thesis from Blue Ocean Strategy, a popular book by INSEAD professors W.
Chan Kim and Renee Mauborgne. To this end, Leeden chose to carve its niche as an "integration specialist for
welding, gases and safety" due to the complementary nature of these specialisations. “This is the sector where we
can be a market leader in the region… to achieve market leadership in Asia’s marine, oil and gas industries; ensure
customer value by providing integrated services and solutions for welding, gas and safety; and build a company of
repute to attract and nurture people of high performance,” he said. Furthermore, it is not enough just to survive or
thrive – one must aim for the best. Tham insists, “If you want to do business, you must be the market leader," –
because no one talks about number three.
Together with his team, Tham took a hard look at the geographical markets that Leeden should excel in. “Singapore
was just too small. We need to expand our business first to Malaysia then to Indonesia, Thailand, China, Vietnam
and the Philippines,” he said. The company also decided there and then that it would not simply replicate its services
across its range of clients; that there should be differentiation between the four main groups: the oil & gas
fabricators, shipyards, oil refineries and steel structure fabricators, all of whom require welding, industrial gas and
safety services.
Part of Leeden’s refined strategy was also to be more than just a re-seller of products, but also a provider of
“complete solutions”. The company focused its resources on clients with whom relationships have already been well-
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established. Dedicated teams were then assigned to service these clients. Tham also highlighted that 'synergy', a
term often used to deride failed mega-mergers, was Leeden’s winning attribute as it tapped on cross-selling
opportunities and hence developed its competitive edge with its integrated offering. He exclaimed: “When you do
welding, you need gas and also safety equipment”.
Putting plans into action
Overseas expansion, an almost certain step for Singapore companies wanting to tap on larger markets, was an
important move for Leeden. Besides neighbouring Malaysia, the company’s regional footprint includes Thailand,
Vietnam, Indonesia, China and the Philippines. Today 65% of Leeden’s revenues come from outside of Singapore, and
according to Tham, this proportion is likely to grow even further.
However, the best strategy can be useless without the right people to execute the plans. So strategy
implementation must begin with people. Tham noted, “You can groom existing staff or recruit from the market to
grow business organically.” During the recent downturn, for instance, instead of cutting jobs, Leeden actively
recruited to build up its talent pool in anticipation for the economy's recovery. Another way of growing is to acquire
other businesses – and bringing those businesses' talents on board.
Another strategic shift came in the refinement of the company’s business model, from one that was predominantly
distribution-focused role to that of manufacturing. Its Malacca factory, for instance, produces mid-range welding
electrodes and wires. Other products manufactured include industrial gases and fire extinguishers. The company is
careful not to make products that would put them at odds with those companies that they represent as a
distribution agent, but overall, the move into manufacturing gave Leeden a firmer control over its business, and
reduced some uncertainty.
Throughout the implementation of business strategy, the company also takes a systematic approach where progress
is quantified. Things like return on assets employed, return on investments, budget and expenditure matching are all
measured. For the company’s employees, a balanced scorecard approach is used for performance appraisals, and
this includes items like customers’ appraisals, as well as profit and loss responsibilities.
So far, the foreseeable future looks rosy. Standard & Poor’s equity research unit estimates that Leeden’s revenue for
the current financial year will reach $228.3 million and grow even further to $256.9 million in FY2011, with net profits
of $9.9 million and $11.4 million forecasted for these two years respectively – numbers that may just make the
welding, gas and safety integration business a tad more 'exciting' and 'exhilarating'.
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